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� First study with estimation of

flashback limits with flamelet

generated manifolds.

� Flashback limits for methane-air

flames are predicted in a good

manner.

� Hydrogen flashback limits are

over-predicted with a 3D manifold.

� The difference is caused by

enthalpy gradients across thick

reaction zone.

� A simple correction model is pro-

posed which improves the model

for hydrogen flames.
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a b s t r a c t

Development of models that can help predict flashback limits of premixed flames at an

affordable computational cost is essential for the safe and efficient design of combustion

chambers. For flames with strong preferential diffusion effects, usually the focus has been

on the development of at least a three dimensional flamelet database that can predict the

enthalpy and mixture fraction mapped on to the reaction progress variable. However, in

this study, we show that a 3D FGM table is sufficient to predict flashback limits for lean

laminar methane-air flames but is not sufficient to predict the same for lean hydrogen

flames and an over-prediction of 100% could occur in the calculation of the flashback

limits. We trace the root cause of this over-prediction to be related to the thickness of the

reaction zone in the progress variable for hydrogen flames. This results in the development

of a novel correction factor for the progress variable source term using 1D flame simula-

tions where the flame experiences strong enthalpy gradients. In the end, we successfully
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show for the first time that the flashback limits for hydrogen flames can be predicted

accurately using flamelet generated manifolds with a source term corrector function.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Combustion of natural gas results in emission of CO2 which

can harm the environment. Replacing natural gas with

hydrogen could pave the way for cleaner generation of power

and heat. However, a hydrogen flame has significant differ-

ences with a methane flame especially related to the stabili-

zation behaviour. The flame speed of hydrogen is significantly

higher than that of methane's while the low Lewis number of

hydrogen compared to methane can cause the hydrogen

flame to burn stronger for conditions for which a methane

flame burns weaker. These differences could lead to signifi-

cant problems such as flashback, which occurs as the flame

speed of a premixed flame exceeds the flow velocity, causing

the flame to move upstream of flame anchoring devices [1e3].

Flashback can cause considerable damage to the burner and

upstream equipment. For methane, flame's propensity to

flashback is smaller than that for hydrogen flames due to

latter's higher flame speed coupled with preferential diffusion

effects [4]. The prediction of flashback limits using reduced

methods at an affordable computational cost is essential for

safe design of combustion chambers for both domestic and

commercial devices. Although hydrogen chemical mecha-

nisms have less number of species than hydrocarbons, the

prediction of flame dynamics using reduced methods such as

flamelet generatedmanifolds [5] is still essential for the design

and analysis of hydrogen burners for small and large scale

combustors. Development of suchmodels for pure H2-air or H2

dominated fuels has attracted much attention in the past few

years with most of the models usually employing a three

dimensional flamelet database with progress variable,

enthalpy and a mixture fraction to capture heat transfer,

stretch and curvature effects [6e19].

Previous studies on flame stabilization in laminar pre-

mixed flames have shown that conjugate heat transfer be-

tween the flame and the burner is important for accurate

prediction of flame anchoring [20e25] and flashback and

blow-off limits [3,26,27]. Investigations have also been made

into different aspects of hydrogen combustion [1,2,28e36].

Flames near the flashback limit usually stabilize closer to the

burner and are also impacted by flame stretch. For hydrogen

flames, positive flame stretch induces strong preferential

diffusion effects which enhance the flame speed [4,37,38] and

makes the hydrogen flame stabilize closer to the burner even

away from the flashback limit [21,39]. This makes the situa-

tion quite complex even for laminar premixed flames as a

stretched flame burns closer to the burner surface. Predicting

the flashback limits with tabulated chemistry, thus, requires a

manifold which at the very least can take into account stretch

induced changes in mixture fraction and changes in enthalpy

due to heat transfer with the burner.
Approaches like Flamelet Progress Variable (FPV) [40,41]

and Flamelet Generated Manifolds (FGM) [5,37] rely on the

assumption that multi-dimensional flames are an ensemble

of 1D flamelets. These flamelets can be solved using a 1D

flame solver and the resulting solutions can then be stored as

a function of scalars. The stored database is used to look-up

flame related quantities during CFD simulation. With

regards to preferential diffusion effects, Pitsch and Peters first

proposed a formulation for taking into account the preferen-

tial diffusion effects in the flamelet methods [42]. Swart et al.

advanced the formulation for premixed flames by analyzing

the mass burning rate for hydrogen enriched flames [43] and

followed this with the inclusion of preferential diffusion ef-

fects in the flamelet generated manifolds technique [10]. This

was done by transporting elementalmass fractions alongwith

the progress variable and enthalpy. This model was further

advanced by tabulating for differential [9] and preferential

diffusion effects [6] for hydrogen premixed flames. Another

approach that takes into account differential diffusion effects

for non-unity Lewis numbermixtures was proposed by Regele

et al. [7]. In this approach, differential diffusion was consid-

ered only in the mixture fraction transport equation and has

been further modified for taking into account curvature ef-

fects [8]. Flamelet databases generated using unstrained 1D

flames [44,45] and strained flames [46] have also been

employed for Large Eddy Simulations. Flamelet methods have

also been used for the simulation of intrinsic instabilities

[47,48] by transporting the H radical along with progress var-

iable and mixture fraction [49]. Although, great progress has

been made in the field of flamelet methods with focus on

hydrogen combustion, flashback limits have never been esti-

mated with flamelet methods to the best of our knowledge

and present a research gap for effective use of flamelet

methods in industrial applications. Designing of hydrogen

burners which offer flashback limits comparable to natural

gas flames can be greatly accelerated with the help of reduced

and accurate models. The challenge for the calculation of

flashback limits arises from the complex interplay between

stretch, stretch induced preferential diffusion effects and

conjugate heat transfer between the fluid and the burner.

Therefore, in this paper we follow this trajectory for the esti-

mation of flashback limits with focus on the hydrogen flames.

The objectives of this paper is to.

C Calculate the flashback limits for methane-air and

hydrogen-air mixtures using the FGM approach.

C Investigate the cause for discrepancy in flashback limits

calculated using detailed chemistry and FGM methods.

C Find a correction for the prediction of flashback limits

without extending the dimension of the flamelet

database.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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The novelty of this work lies in the first time application of

FGM for calculation of the flashback limits and analysis and

correction of the model. We first carry out an a priori analysis

using a 3D table (progress variable, enthalpy and mixture

fraction) for both mixtures with flames approaching the

flashback limit in Sec. FGM table generation, a priori analysis

and flashback limits. Flashback limits are also estimated

using CFD following the approach of Mukundakumar et al. [6].

In Sec. Analysis of over-prediction of flashback limit for

hydrogen flames, we proceed to correct the source term for

hydrogen flames which show over-prediction of flashback

limits using default 3D FGM table by analysing their quench-

ing behaviour. Section Conclusions concludes this study.
Numerical model

The 2D computational model used in this study for flashback

prediction comprises of a slit burner with symmetry on two

sides, as shown in Fig. 1 similar to the model we have used in

our recent study [3]. A premixed mixture enters at 300 K from

the left with a uniform inlet velocity. On both the sides, sym-

metry boundary conditions are applied. Conjugate heat

transfer of the fluid with the solid burner is allowed with the

properties of steel with a thermal conductivity,

k¼ 16.7 m�1 K�1. The outlet is modelled with a Neumann type

boundary condition implying that there is no change in the

field variables in the normal direction. Gravitational, and

viscouswork effects are notmodelled as they are not expected

to have a major role. Radiation heat loss from the solid burner

to the cold environment is modelled assuming grey body ra-

diation with emissivity of 0.83. Chemistry of H2-air flames is

modelled using themechanism of Konnov [50] which contains

15 species and 75 reactions. Methane chemistry is modelled

using the DRM19 mechanism [51] which contains 21 species

and 84 reactions. Constant Lewis number based mixture

properties are used [52] based on conclusions from Refs.

[37,53]. The constant Lewis number values are calculated by

simulating one-dimensional flat flames using multi-

component transport model using CHEM1D [54]. The steady

equations are solved using the commercial code Ansys Fluent

[55] using a coupled solver. We have used similar models and

solver setting in our previous works and the reader is referred

to Refs. [26,56,57] where a detailed description and validation

of the numerical methods is given. An equidistant Cartesian

grid with a 50 mm global grid resolution is used to solve the
Fig. 1 e Computational domain of the slit geometry (rotated by

flames and W ¼ D ¼ 4 mm for CH4-air flames and t ¼ 0.6 mm.
reacting flow equations. An additional level of grid refinement

is applied in the flame zone resulting in a local resolution of

25 mm. Results showing grid independence are presented in

Section A of the supplementary materials. As the flame

thickness ranges from 0.3 to 0.4 mm for the lean hydrogen

flames studied in this paper, the grid resolution of 25 mm is

chosen such that there are enough grid points inside the flame

zone.

Radiation heat loss from gas and Soret diffusion effects are

ignored in the detailed chemistry simulations and the FGM

database. This was done for simplicity reasons and as these

two effects were found to not play a major role in the esti-

mation of flashback limits for both fuels. From hereon, by

detailed chemistry simulations we mean the solution ach-

ieved by transporting all the species in the chemical mecha-

nism. Burner plate thickness is kept constant for both fuels

while slit width and distance between slits were varied for

methane and hydrogen. For H2-air flames,W ¼ D ¼ 1 mmwas

used while for CH4-air flames, W ¼ D ¼ 4 mm was used to

estimate the flashback limits. This was needed as hydrogen

flames are difficult to stabilize on wider burners while

methane flames do not always flashback at low velocities for

narrower burners. With W ¼ D ¼ 1 mm for CH4-air flames,

especially at low equivalence ratios, flames were found to

quench by losing heat to the burner rather than flashing back.

Therefore, two different burner geometries have to be used for

the two fuels studied here. It is also to be noted that usage of

such small opening dimensions of the burner could also

possibly suppress thermo-diffusive instabilities associated

with Le < 1 flames. Another point is that near-wall chemistry

for hydrogen flames is an active field. In this study, we model

the burner surface as an inert surface and simulate the cor-

respondence between the detailed chemistry and flamelet

generated manifolds solution using the same chemical

mechanism.
FGM table generation, a priori analysis and
flashback limits

In this section, the basic settings and equations for 3D

flamelet tables for CH4-air and H2-air flames are described

along with a priori analysis of flashback limit flames and the

difference between flashback limits calculated using the

default 3D FGM and detailed chemistry. The progress variable

can be defined as:
90� in the clockwise direction). W ¼ D ¼ 1 mm for H2-air
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Y ¼
XNs

i¼1

giYi: (1)

Here, Yi are the mass fraction of species and gi are the

weights for each species in the progress variable. In this study,

we have used gH2O ¼ M�1
H2O

, gH2
¼ �M�1

H2
and gO2

¼ �M�1
O2

with

gi ¼ 0 for all other species for H2-air mixture leading to a

monotonic progress variable. In the above equations,Mi is the

molar mass of species i. For CH4-air mixture, we have used

gCO2
¼M�1

CO2
, gCO ¼ M�1

CO and gO2
¼ �M�1

O2
with gi ¼ 0 for all other

species. The transport equations for progress variable Y,

enthalpy h and mixture fraction Z can be summarized as:

v

vt
ðrZÞ þ V,ðruZÞ þ V,

�
l

cp
VbZ

�
¼ 0; (2)

v

vt
ðrYÞ þ V,ðruYÞ þ V,

�
l

cp
VbY

�
¼ uY ; (3)

v

vt
ðrhÞ þ V,ðruhÞ þ V,

�
l

cp
VTbh1 þ

l

cp
Vbh2

�
¼ 0; (4)

where u, uY, r, l, cp and T are the flow velocity vector, source

term of progress variable, density, mixture conductivity,

mixture specific heat capacity and temperature, respectively.

For the definition of b0s in the above equation, the reader is

referred to a recent publication by Mukundakumar et al. [6]. In

this paper, the mixture fraction Z is defined for H2-air as:

Z ¼ 2
ZH

MH
� ZO

MO
þ Zs; (5)

with Zj being the elemental mass fractions of H and O ele-

ments and Zs is the stoichiometric mixture fraction. For CH4-

air mixture, mixture fraction is defined as:

Z ¼ ZC

MC
þ 2

ZH

MH
� ZO

MO
þ Zs; (6)

with ZC being the elemental mass fraction of C element. The

3D databases for Y, h, Z are generated using flat unstretched
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Fig. 2 e Source term of progress variable uY from detailed chemi

table for f ¼ 0.9 with decreasing flow velocity for CH4-air flames

flame.
flamelets calculated with detailed chemistry and constant

Lewis numbers using CHEM1D [54] and can be summarized by

the following steps.

1. Adiabatic flamelets with varying enthalpy at a constant

equivalence ratio are generated by varying unburnt tem-

perature from 300 K to 920 K.

2. Lower enthalpy flamelets are generated at the same con-

stant equivalence ratio by diluting the unburnt mixture

with H2O keeping the same ZH and ZO values at the unburnt

side as found for theundilutedflamelet forhydrogenflames

while 1D burner stabilized flamelets are used for methane.

3. Step 1 and 2 are repeated at equivalence ratios ranging

from the lean flammability limit of 0.3 to the rich limit

around 1.8 for H2 and between 0.55 and 1.2 for CH4-air

mixtures.

4. Values of dependents (species mass fractions, transport

properties etc.) are linearly extrapolated from the flamelet

data towards low values of enthalpy and mixture fractions

beyond the flammability limits.

5. The flamelet data is then interpolated to a rectilinear mesh

in Z, h, Y space.
A priori analysis for CH4-air flames

In this subsection, an a priori analysis of methane flames near

the flashback limit is provided at f ¼ 0.9. A priori analysis is

conducted by looking-up the progress variable source term

from the FGM database by using the values of Y, h, Z from the

detailed chemistry simulation results. Results for the progress

variable source term uY ¼ PNs

i¼1giui from detailed chemistry

simulation (DC) and from a priori lookup using the 3D flamelet

table (FGM) are shown in the left and right side of Fig. 2,

respectively. Flashback was found to happen at Vin-

¼ 0.15 m s�1 and the last stable flame was found at Vin-

¼ 0.175m s�1. The x-axis of the plot is scaledwithW¼ 4mm in

order to compare with results for hydrogen in the next sub-

section. It can be observed, that there is an overall good
m/s
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comparison between the prediction of source term from DC

and FGM. A slightly thicker reaction zone can be observed at

the flame tip in FGM. It can be concluded that FGM captures

the source term in an accurate manner using a 3D table for

CH4-air flames. An a priori analysis along flamelet paths for

the methane flame near the flashback limit is given in Section

B of the supplementary materials.

A priori analysis for H2-air flames

In this subsection, an a priori analysis of the hydrogen flame

approaching flashback at f ¼ 0.7 is presented. The inlet ve-

locity of the mixture is decreased from 7 m s�1 in steps of

0.125 m s�1 till flashback occurs at Vin ¼ 2.375 m s�1 when the

flame stabilizes upstream of the burner. Results for the prog-

ress variable source term uY from DC and from a priori lookup

using FGM are shown in the left and right side of Fig. 3Fig. 4,

respectively. It can be observed that there is good overall

agreement between the detailed chemistry solution and the
0 0.5 1
x/W
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Fig. 4 e Plot of flamelets on top of progress variable (colors)

for the flashback limit case at Vin ¼ 2.5 m s¡1 at f ¼ 0.7

with H2-air mixture, zoomed in on the flame base region.

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this

article.)
FGM look-up result for most of the flame sections. The source

term formost of the flame sections is predicted in an excellent

manner. However, near the flame base, as the flashback limit

is approached at VFB ¼ 2.5 m s�1, it can be observed that the

source term is over-predicted on the unburnt side of the re-

action zone. In order to further analyse this behaviour, 5 flame

paths (labelled A to E) are reconstructed following the flame

normal direction and are plotted at the flame base on top of

the normalized progress variable in Fig. 4 near the flashback

limit case at Vin ¼ 2.5 m s�1. Partially quenched flamelets A

and B can be observed under the rimwhile the flamelets above

the rim follow the progress variable from its unburnt value at

0 to burnt values around 1.

Local profiles ofuY,YH and temperatureT are shown in Fig. 5

for the five flamelets A, B, C, D and E presented in Fig. 4.

Flamelets A and B show a clear over-prediction of the source

term from the flamelet database which corresponds to the

over-prediction of H radical mass fraction. Temperature is

however predicted well using the flamelet database. This

behaviour can be hypothesized to be caused by excessive heat

loss at the burnt side resulting in less production of radicals

during the combustion process, which results in the source

term being less than the adiabatic flamelet with h > hinlet
included in thedatabase. This effect needs tobe includedeither

in the table or corrected for during run time in the source term.

For flamelets C, D and E, as we move further downstream,

an excellent agreement between the detailed chemistry solu-

tion and a priori FGM lookup is recovered for uY, YH and T. This

indicates that a small region near the flame base is not pre-

dicted well while just downstream of this region, a good

agreement is observed. The result of this small over-prediction

byFGM,however is found toplaya crucial role in theprediction

of flame flashback limits of H2 flames. As this is a priori anal-

ysis,we canassume that thedifference in source terms in Fig. 4

is not caused by the diffusion of the progress variable.

Flashback limits using default 3D FGM

A comparison of flashback velocity limits VFB at four different

equivalence ratios is shown in Fig. 6 for CH4-air flames. The

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2023.03.262
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last stable velocity is taken as the flashback limit and is scaled

with burning velocity SL. It can be observed that within the

limit of Vin ¼ 0.025 m s�1, an excellent comparison is found

between the flashback limits fromDC and FGMwith conjugate

heat transfer enabled. The flashback limits scaled with SL do

not show a large variation as a function of f. This, with the

help of results in Sec. A priori analysis for CH4-air flames in-

dicates that a 3D FGM is able to predict the flashback limit for

methane flames in a good manner.

Flashback velocity limits VFB computed using different

models for H2-air flames are also plotted in Fig. 6 scaled with

the adiabatic unstretched flame speed SL of the corresponding

flat flame. Flashback limits are plotted at 6 different equiva-

lence ratios. It can be observed that with detailed chemistry,

the scaled flashback limit increases with a decrease in f. With

3D FGM (without correction), the same trend in the increasing

flashback limit with decrease in f can be observed with FGM
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but the error in flashback limit prediction increases by a factor

of 2 for the leanest case. It is worth mentioning here that for

f ¼ 0.8, 0.9, 1, similar behaviour with the over-prediction of uY

on the unburnt side was found but its impact on the flashback

limits was found to be minimal. In the next section, we will

present an approach for rectifying this over-prediction

without the need to add any additional manifold dimension

(or parameter) to the flamelet database for H2-air flames.
Analysis of over-prediction of flashback limit for
hydrogen flames

In this section, an analysis into the cause of over-prediction of

flashback limits using FGM forH2-air flames will be conducted

and a simple model for correcting the over-prediction of

source term will be introduced. For this purpose, a brief dis-

cussion on the difference in reaction zone thickness of

CH4eH2-air flames is presented in the next subsection.

Reaction zone thickness

Apart from the well-known effects of higher flame speed and

lower Lewis number for hydrogen than methane flames, in

this subsection, we bring into focus another effect, i.e., the

thickness of the reaction zone along a progress variable. For
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this purpose, a parameter z is introduced here, which is the

length spanned by the source term in the progress variable

space. It is defined here as the percentage of normalized

progress variable value between 50% of the normalized heat

release rate on the unburnt and the burnt side. Fig. 7 shows a

plot of normalized heat release rate versus the scaled progress

variable for stoichiometric methane and hydrogen flames

(computed using the GRI 3.0 [58] for both CH4-air and H2-air

flames, and Konnov mechanism [50] for H2-air flames) using

the CHEM1D code [54]. a is defined as a ¼ XH2=ðXCH4 þXH2 Þ
where Xi is the mole fraction of species i in the mixture. Here,

we defined the progress variable by scaling temperature be-

tween 0 and 1. It can be seen that bu of the H2 flame occupies a

larger part of progress variable than the methane flame. For

hydrogen, the source term is active even at low values of

progress variable. The maximum value of bu is also shifted

towards the unburnt side for H2 compared to the methane

flame. A brief discussion on variation of z for different

methane and hydrogen blends is given Section C of the sup-

plementary materials.

The thickness of the reaction zone for higher hydrogen

content fuels happens as a result of diffusion of radicals O, H,

OH produced during the combustion process towards the

unburnt side. This enables low-temperature chemistry which

makes the source term to be active in the low progress vari-

able space for hydrogen dominated mixtures [59] as shown in

Fig. 8. Due to the diffusion of radicals towards the unburnt

side at low temperatures, some consumption and even pro-

duction in the case of OH radicals happens [59]. The species

HO2 can be observed to have an active source term at very low

temperatures due to the availability of major radicals. Reac-

tion HO2 þ OH/H2O þ O2 for example, is activated at around

310 K for the presented case.

The impact of high z values enabled by low-temperature

chemistry for H2-air flames experiencing intense heat loss is

the focus of the next subsection.

Quenching limit for CH4eH2-air flames

In order to understand the effect of a thick reaction zone on

flame quenching, in this subsection, a heat loss term is added

to the freely propagating flame configuration in CHEM1D [54].

The heat loss term Qx ¼ x(T � Tu) is included in the energy
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equation. Here, x is the heat transfer rate parameterwith units

m�3 K�1. Temperature profiles for CH4-air and H2-air flame at

Tu ¼ 300 K and f ¼ 0.7 are shown in Fig. 9 near the quenching

limit (labelled NAD-Quench). The quenching limit is found by

increasing x till no stable solution is found. The quenching

limit for CH4-air is found at x ¼ 1.7 � 104 m�3 K�1 while for H2-

air flames, it is found at x¼ 6� 105m�3 K�1. This indicates that

a hydrogen flame is able to resist quenching by an order of

magnitude more than the methane flame. As a reference,

adiabatic results are also plotted in Fig. 9 (labelled AD). For the

CH4-air flame, the maximum flame temperature can be

observed to be lower than the adiabatic flame temperature

due to heat losses. For the H2 flame, it can be observed that the

maximum value of temperature is greatly reduced but still

high enough to sustain the production and transport of radi-

cals. At x ¼ 5 mm, the temperature is almost reduced to the

specified value Tu, much lower than that for the methane

flame.

Quenching limits xq for different mixtures of CH4eH2-air

are also plotted in Fig. 9 at three equivalence ratios and at

Tu ¼ 300 K. We can observe that at higher f, quenching occurs

at higher values of x. The major observation from Fig. 9 is that

as a is increased (which also increases reaction zone thickness

z), the quenching limits increase exponentially at all three

equivalence ratios. This indicates the strong impact, a low-
temperature chemistry enabled thick reaction zone has on

resisting quenching. Therefore, we can hypothesize that

because the methane flame quenches at lower x values than

the hydrogen flame, the effect of a thick reaction zone sub-

jected to intensive heat loss could be less important in

methane flames.

A simple model for source term correction

In this section, based on the analysis presented above, we aim

to introduce a correction factor model which can adjust the

source term for hydrogen flames without the need for

extending the dimension of the FGM table. Here, it should be

mentioned that the need for extending the dimension of the

FGM table or for the development of a model for source term

correction which could substitute such an extension arises

due to.

1. The absence of strong enthalpy gradients across the reac-

tion zone in the flamelet database.

2. Such strong enthalpy gradients which are present in the

multi-slit flames simulated with detailed chemistry

(transported species) across a thick reaction zone for H2-air

flames result in the reduction of the source term when

compared to the flamelet database.
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Table 1 e Coefficients used to fit quenching limits as a
function of temperature.

f a0 a1 � 10�3 a2 � 10�6

1 0.49 0.43 �0.61

0.9 0.46 0.47 �0.62

0.8 0.54 0.34 �0.61

0.7 0.44 0.42 �0.7

0.6 0.37 0.32 �0.77

0.5 0.30 1.15 �1.36
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3. As presented in the previous subsection, if a heat sink term

is included across the thick reaction zone, we can quali-

tatively capture this effect of source term reduction which

is quite dominant for the H2-air flames.

In order to develop a simple model which can quantita-

tively correct the source term of the progress variable, the

source term and H radical mass fraction are shown in Fig. 10

for the quenching case at a higher value of Tu than the one

present in Fig. 9. It can be clearly observed that uY reduces due

to heat loss and the accompanying depletion of H radical can

also be observed. This decrease in the source term is crucial to

be included in the FGM framework especially on the unburnt

side of flame reaction zone as larger discrepancies were

observed in Fig. 5 there. The source term on the unburnt side

can be assumed to be a linear function of Y from the 1D

simulations and as such the difference between the quenched

and the adiabatic simulation on the unburnt side can be

correlated only with the slope of this line. In order to include

this information in the FGM source term, we introduce a

correction factor f as

f ¼ fq
fad

; (7)

where fad is the value of the maximum source term for the

adiabatic flamelet while fq is the value of themaximumsource

term for the non-adiabatic flamelet near the quenching limit

as also illustrated in Fig. 10. Here, we make an assumption

that the correction factor f for the source term at the pre-

scribed Tu value corresponds to the local T along the flamelet.

In this way, the local value of uY as a function of local gas

temperature can be corrected by correcting the slope of the

uY-Y space. The factor f is then collected for various unburnt

gas temperatures and used to fit a 2nd degree polynomial

between 300 K and 850 K for each equivalence ratio as

f * ¼ a0 þ a1Tþ a2T
2: (8)
The values of coefficients in above equation are given in

Table 1 for 6 equivalence ratios of H2-air flames. Beyond 850 K,

a smoothing function is used to transition the correction

factor to the value of 1 at around 1000 K. This smoothing factor

is calculated as

S ¼ 0:5tanh

�
T� 1000

50

�
þ 0:5: (9)

The final correction factor F for the source term then reads

F ¼ u*
Y

uY
¼ Sþ ð1� SÞf *; (10)

The source term correction factor F is shown in Fig. 11 for

f ¼ 0.7. The values of f from 1D simulations are plotted with

circles at different Tu's while the fitted and smoothed function

F is plotted as a solid line. Some scatter can be observed in

values of f at low temperature values due to slight inaccuracy

in the calculation of the quenching limit. Overall, it can be

observed that the correction factor decreases with increasing

temperature. A comparison with a priori lookup is plotted in

Fig. 5 with ◦ symbols for the source term in the uY plots where

the source term is corrected as u*
Y ¼ FuY as a function of local

temperature T. It can be observed that the comparison is

significantly improved compared to the default look-up

especially for flamelet A and B. A slight under-prediction oc-

curs for flamelets D and E but this under-prediction is much

smaller compared to the integrated source term over the

flamelet. The good comparison at the most upstream
function of temperature for H2-air mixture at f ¼ 0.7.
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flamelets gives credibility to the applied procedure and in the

next subsection, the source term is corrected at run-time in

the CFD simulations and flashback limits are re-calculated for

the same cases. As we have used 1D flames with no geomet-

rical restrictions for the calculation of the correction factor f*,

we believe that these coefficients can give satisfactory results

for a wide variety of geometrical configurations.

Flashback limits calculated using corrected source term

The flashback limit flames computed with uncorrected and

corrected source term along with the factor F are shown in

Fig. 12 for f ¼ 0.7 at Vin ¼ 2.5 m s�1. In comparison to the a

priori result in Fig. 3, the solution shows stronger burning in

the slit. This possibly happens due to the fact that the a priori

analysis assumes that the control variables will remain the

same as in detailed chemistry simulation. However, this is not

the case here, as the flame can move further upstream and

increase the burner temperature, thus, resulting in a higher

source term at the unburnt side. The results with the cor-

rected source term show that this higher increase in source

term is limited by the application of the correction factor

which reduces the source term in the critical flame base re-

gion. Despite this, there is still some over-prediction in the

FGM-Corrected source term. The plot of F shows the variation

of this correction factor as a 2D field and it can be observed to

have lower values near the inner sides of the burner. A com-

parison of progress variable, enthalpy and mixture fraction

results from detailed chemistry and FGM is included in the

Section D of the supplementary materials.

The flashback velocity limits predicted with source term

correction are plotted in Fig. 13 along with the results from

detailed chemistry and from FGM without source term

correction. It can be observed that the flashback limits now

are in a good agreement with those calculated from detailed

chemistry simulations within the margin of flashback limit

error (0.125 m s�1). This confirms the impact of the thick re-

action zone near the flame basewhere conjugate heat transfer

with the burner greatly influences the progress variable

source term. Inclusion of this effect using a systematic and

simple approach appears to solve the problem of flame

flashback prediction.
Conclusions

In this study, we have successfully tested the flamelet

generated manifold method for the estimation of flame

flashback limits for H2-air flames stabilized on a slit burner. It

is found that a 3Dmanifold can predict the flashback limits for

CH4-air flames in an adequate manner. On the other hand, a

3D manifold by itself cannot predict the impact of enthalpy

gradients on the thick reaction zone for H2-air flames. This

effect has a noticeable effect on the flashback limits calculated

using FGM with conjugate heat transfer especially at lower

equivalence ratios. The problem can be corrected, at least for

the flashback limit calculation, by adding a correction factor to

the source term. This correction factor can be estimated using

1D flamelets with the addition of a heat loss term. In the end, it

is found that the flashback limits calculated with a source

term corrected FGM table, compare well with those calculated

with detailed chemistry simulations.
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